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● Korea is an astonishing nation that developed, from complete devastation after the Korean War, into one of the world’s 
leading economies in 60 years. Korea is leading various industries today and its excellence in the ICT industry allows people in Korea 
to live in the future. For example, telecom service coverage extends everywhere (even to metro subways), allowing people to enjoy 
ICT services anywhere anytime. Korea is leading many industries due to excellence in ICT, including smartphones, memory/displays, 
shipbuilding, automobiles, webTVs, and K-pop. 

The secret behind Korea’s development is its high education fever and speedy culture. Also, the government's strong will and drive on 
ICT development and decisive investments by private sector businesses, such as KT (formerly Korea Telecom), contributed to Korea’s 
development. Korea currently has the world’s top LTE penetration rate of 62%, which is almost three times that of Japan, which 
has the world’s second highest penetration rate of 21%. In this process, KT has led in the deployment of wireline/wireless Internet 
infrastructure during the last few decades. 

To shape the society with ICT convergence, KT has expanded its business horizon beyond traditional telecommunications and 
pursued efforts to innovate ICT services. In addition, KT has made numerous service innovations in the fields of media, smart home, 
and industry convergence. KT, in association with external experts and business partners, hopes to shape a smart future with ICT 
convergence based on infrastructure innovation. In this context, KT AIT (Advanced Institute of Technology) is searching for new 
opportunities in ICT technology and convergence trends, and is endeavoring to acquire core technologies in the fields of intelligence 
and interaction. To achieve the vision of a global ICT convergence leader, it is necessary to tap into the global pool of top talents and 
advanced technologies. KT AIT acknowledges the need for collaboration with global R&D community and is engaged in various 
activities to collaborate with prominent players, namely top-class universities, research institutes, and technology enterprises. KT AIT 
hopes to extend and sustain its collaboration globally and is open to anyone wishing to share talent/technology.

In this talk, we will give a brief overview of Korea’s development and describe KT’s contribution. We will also outline KT’s service 
innovations and research directions in ICT convergence. Finally, we will conclude with KT AIT’s efforts for open collaborations with the 
global R&D community.

About James Won-Ki Hong

James Won-Ki Hong is currently the Chief Technology Officer and Senior Executive Vice President for KT (Korea Telecom), the largest 
telecommunications company in Korea, where he is responsible for leading the R&D effort of KT and its subsidiary companies. He is 
Chairman of the National Intelligence Communication Enterprise Association, and Chairman of the ICT Standardization Committee in Korea. 

His interests include network innovation (such as software-defined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV)), cloud 
computing, mobile services, IPTV, ICT convergence technologies (e.g., Smart Home, Smart Energy, Healthcare), and next-generation 
technologies such as big data analytics and intelligence. Before taking the role of CTO at KT, he worked at POSTECH for 17 years as 
a professor, including head of the Dept. of Computer Science and Engineering, dean of Graduate School for Information Technology, 
director of POSTECH Information Research Labs (PIRL), and head of the Division of IT Convergence Engineering.

He was also co-founder and CTO of Netstech, a Palo Alto, USA-based start-up developing network integrated ultra-dense blade 
servers from 2000 to 2002. He received his HBSc and MSc degrees in Computer Science from the University of Western Ontario, 
Canada in 1983 and 1985, respectively, and the PhD degree in Computer Science from the University of Waterloo, Canada in 1991.

● In the 21th Century, we have witnessed a rapid expansion in the range of technologies implemented into the automobile. 
From the integration of electronics, information technology, energy, environment-friendly technologies, and new materials, we expect 
the importance of such areas to continue to grow.

I predict that the changes that will occur in the automotive industry in the next several years will be more dramatic than those that 
happened since the first automobile appeared in the late 19th century. We will see increasing innovation in the areas of in-vehicle 
electronics, smart vehicles, eco-friendly, and fuel efficient technologies. Now more than ever, technological convergence has become 
a must, not a choice for growth and survival in the automotive industry.

The convergence of various technological areas in the automobile is significant because it not only has a ripple effect in the automotive 
industry but also has implications for related industries such as materials, electronics, IT, other transportation, and the insurance 
industry. Technology convergence will create new challenges and opportunities for many industries. 

The convergence of technology will create more complexities in our industry, and so technology and creativity will go hand in hand. 
Cooperation with other industries is essential, as it would it be impossible for the automotive industry to create new technologies 
alone.

To compete with other auto manufacturers and to develop novel, advanced automobile technology, we must continue to develop the 
expertise and competence of our engineers and work with other industries, government, and academia to advance new technologies.

Hyundai-Kia has adopted BPRM (Business Partner Relationship Management) for the purpose of global network expansion and 
strategic technical cooperation. Under this initiative, we plan to build mutual win-win relationships with core technology development 
partners and to strengthen cooperation with external specialists. 

I believe that we will have a golden opportunity to lead a paradigm change in the automobile industry and beyond if we cooperate in the 
effort to create new value for our customers and prepare our engineering workforce for the age of technology convergence. 

About Dae-Heung Moon

Dae-Heung Moon currently serves as the senior vice president of Research & Development Division of Hyundai Motor Company (HMC). 
He has been in charge of engine development since he joined HMC after graduate school at KAIST in 1984. Now, he is the director of 
HMC’s gasoline and diesel engines.

He played a critical role in developing Alpha-Engine, which is the first engine created using original technology of HMC. He also has 
made a major contribution to building the full line-up of HMC’s engines. Recently, he is making an effort to develop fuel-efficient 
engines with advanced combustion and convergence technologies.

Global ICT Convergence Leader: KT’s Vision and Strategy The Pursuit of Smart Mobile Semiconductors at SEC Direction of New Technology in the Automotive Industry
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Chief Technology Officer and Senior Executive Vice President
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● SEC's System LSI Business is responsible for logic semiconductor (as opposed to memory semiconductor) 
products covering various areas including CPUs for mobile products, digital camera sensors, chips that drive flat panel 
displays, and power control applications. We also offer a broad level of foundry services for semiconductor products designed 
by other companies.

In the early days, our business was focused on relatively simple discrete ICs such as power devices mostly related to 
household electric appliances and PC products. In 1998, SEC decided to sell off our power business unit and focus on more 
complex semiconductor products. As a result, System LSI business changed from concentrating on discrete processes to 
advanced logic processes. This turning point was one of the biggest milestones in our system LSI business history. As we 
entered the current century, we implemented a strategy to 'Choose and Focus' mobile devices. This led to five of our mobile 
products gaining top market share and an associated dramatic increase in our business scale. 

During this presentation, SEC's System LSI Business will share its past challenges and evolution to achieve its current status 
and also share some of our future plans in a rapidly advancing semiconductor market.

About Byung-Hoon Ben Suh, PhD

Dr. Ben Suh has been leading Samsung System LSI’s Strategic Planning team since December 2009. In his role, Dr. Suh is 
responsible for the System LSI division’s mid/long term business strategies, strategic partnerships, and capital investment 
plans.

Since joining Samsung Electronics in 1993, Dr. Suh has played key roles in developing several new businesses. He was a 
member of the first business enablement team for Samsung’s NAND Flash business in 1994, which lead to early design 
wins in digital audio and other applications. When Samsung licensed the Alpha CPU technology from Digital Equipment 
Corporation (DEC) in 1996, Dr. Suh was chosen to head the marketing team, first in Korea and then at the US joint venture with 
DEC in Boston. 

In 2004, Dr. Suh was appointed to lead business development for Samsung’s advanced technology foundry business and 
successfully created strategic engagements with several leading fabless as well as IDM companies.

Dr. Suh holds Bachelor of Science, Master of Science, and PhD degrees in Electrical and Computer Engineering, all from 
Carnegie Mellon University.

● This VIP session on “Enterprise and Entrepreneurship” provides 

an opportunity to link higher education with an encouraging trend toward 

entrepreneurship that drives it to success. “Knowledge Creation, Technology 

Transfer, and Entrepreneurship” are key elements in channeling the 

creativity, innovation, and potential of the individuals around the world to 

create economic opportunity. These are imperatives of promoting sustainable 

growth, expanding business boundary, and improving investment climate to 

create greater opportunities for everyone.

In an innovation- and knowledge-driven economy, research universities are 

pressured to create knowledge and corporations survive when responding 

to create new market value. Global collaboration for R&D among the three 

key stakeholders – research universities, industry, and the government – will 

amplify this trend, stimulating high growth entrepreneurship.

In this session, we would like to identify the best practices and strategies 

in the business and technical ecosystem that nurture a viable industry and 

drive it to success by inviting three Korean corporations leading the global 

market. Korea Telecom, Samsung Electronics, and Hyundai Motors have 

brought significant growth and contributions to the Korean economy with their 

continuing innovation efforts. They have overcome numerous challenges over 

the years by developing unique survival strategies and their own visions.

I would like to thank James Won-Ki Hong, chief technology officer and senior 

executive vice president at KT, Byung-Hoon Ben Suh, senior vice president 

at Samsung Electronics, and Dae-Heung Moon, executive vice president of 

Hyundai Motor Company for their time and sharing their insights with us 

today. 
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